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“The coolest class on campus” – The New York Times
When the Nobel Prize for Literature was awarded to Bob
Dylan in 2016, a debate raged. Some celebrated, while
many others questioned the choice. How could the
world’s most prestigious book prize be awarded to a
famously cantankerous singer-songwriter who wouldn’t
even deign to attend the medal ceremony? In Why Bob
Dylan Matters, Harvard Professor Richard F. Thomas
answers this question with magisterial erudition. A world
expert on Classical poetry, Thomas was initially ridiculed
by his colleagues for teaching a course on Bob Dylan
alongside his traditional seminars on Homer, Virgil, and
Ovid. Dylan’s Nobel Prize brought him vindication, and
he immediately found himself thrust into the spotlight as
a leading academic voice in all matters Dylanological.
Today, through his wildly popular Dylan
seminar—affectionately dubbed "Dylan 101"—Thomas is
introducing a new generation of fans and scholars to the
revered bard’s work. This witty, personal volume is a
distillation of Thomas’s famous course, and makes a
compelling case for moving Dylan out of the Rock & Roll
Hall of Fame and into the pantheon of Classical poets.
Asking us to reflect on the question, "What makes a
classic?", Thomas offers an eloquent argument for
Dylan’s modern relevance, while interpreting and
decoding Dylan’s lyrics for readers. The most original
and compelling volume on Dylan in decades, Why Bob
Dylan Matters will illuminate Dylan’s work for the Dylan
neophyte and the seasoned fanatic alike. You’ll never
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think about Bob Dylan in the same way again.
“So, you want to know more about Bob Dylan? Read
Clinton Heylin’s new book. You’ll get all you need.” —
Graham Nash, of Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young The
definitive biography of one contemporary culture’s most
iconic and mysterious figures In 2016 Bob Dylan sold his
personal archive to the George Kaiser Foundation in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, reportedly for $22 million. As the
boxes started to arrive, the Foundation asked Clinton
Heylin – author of the acclaimed Bob Dylan: Behind the
Shades and ‘perhaps the world’s authority on all things
Dylan’ (Rolling Stone) – to assess the material they had
been given. What he found in Tulsa – as well as what he
gleaned from other papers he had recently been given
access to by Sony and the Dylan office – so changed his
understanding of the artist, especially of his creative
process, that he became convinced that a whole new
biography was needed. It turns out that much of what
previous biographers - Dylan himself included - have
said is wrong. With fresh and revealing information on
every page A Restless, Hungry Feeling tells the story of
Dylan’s meteoric rise to fame: his arrival in early 1961 in
New York, where he is embraced by the folk scene; his
elevation to spokesman of a generation whose protest
songs provide the soundtrack for the burgeoning Civil
Rights movement; his alleged betrayal when he ‘goes
electric’ at Newport in 1965; his subsequent
controversial world tour with a rock ’n’ roll band; and the
recording of his three undisputed electric masterpieces:
Bringing it All Back Home, Highway 61 Revisited and
Blonde on Blonde. At the peak of his fame in July 1966
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he reportedly crashes his motorbike in Woodstock,
upstate New York, and disappears from public view.
When he re-emerges, he looks different, his voice
sounds different, his songs are different. Clinton Heylin’s
meticulously researched, all-encompassing and
consistently revelatory account of these fascinating early
years is the closest we will ever get to a definitive life of
an artist who has been the lodestar of popular culture for
six decades.
Bob Dylan: The Illustrated Discography provides Dylan
fans with a unique, engaging, and handsome
retrospective spanning this music legend's entire storied
career.
“Dylan remains the rare singer whose work is worth
reading on the page. His words are consistently funny,
alive to the sound of language, and of course appealingly
cryptic.” —The New York Times Book Review A new
collection of Bob Dylan’s most essential lyrics—one
hundred songs that represent the Nobel Laureate’s
incredible range through the entirety of his career so far.
Bob Dylan is one of the most important cultural figures of
our time, and the first American musician in history to win
the Nobel Prize for Literature. 100 Songs is an intimate
and carefully curated collection of his most important
lyrics that spans from the beginning of his career through
the present day. Perfect for students who may be new to
Dylan’s work as well as longtime fans, this portable,
abridged volume of these singular lyrics explores the
depth, breadth, and magnitude of one of the world’s
most enduring bodies of work.
The Bob Dylan Encyclopedia is the culmination of over
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thirty years of dedicated research and scholarship by
Michael Gray. Inside these pages, you'll find a world of
ideas, facts, and opinions. It's a world in which
Baudelaire flows on from the Basement Tapes and A.S.
Byatt looks out at the Byrds: in which Far from the
Madding Crowd follows Ezekiel and Bob Geldof
introduced Jean Genet: and in which Hank and William
Carlos Williams stand side by side while J.R.R. Tolkien
trails Titanic. Most of all, of course, it's a world in which
everyone and everything interconnects with one of our
greatest living artists: Bob Dylan.
Bestselling author David Dalton goes in seach of the real
Bob Dylan in an electrifying biography that puts all the
others in the shade. As an artist Bob Dylan has been a
major force for half a century. As a musical influence he
is without equal. Yet as a man he has always acted like
an outlaw on the run, constantly seeking to cover his
tracks by confounding investigators with a dizzying array
of aliases, impersonations, tall tales and downright lies.
David Dalton presents Dylan's extraordinary life in such
a way that his subject's techniques for hiding in full sight
are gradually exposed for what they are, Despite the
changing images, the spiritual body swerves, the
manipulative nature and the occasionally baffling lurches
between making sublime music and self-indulgent
whimsy, the real Bob Dylan has never been more visible.
Among the eyewitnesses cited are Marianne Faithful,
Allen Ginsberg, Andy Warhol, Larry 'Ratso' Sloman, Nat
Hentoff, Suze Rotolo and many more. Yet in the end it is
Dalton's impressive ability to find revealing patterns in
Dylan's multiple disguises that reveals more than we
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ever expected to learn about the real man behind the
Dylan legend.
Rock and Romanticism: Post-Punk, Goth, and Metal as
Dark Romanticisms explores the relationships among the
musical genres of post-punk, goth, and metal and
American and European Romanticisms traditionally
understood. It argues that these contemporary forms of
music are not only influenced by but are an expression of
Romanticism continuous with their eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century influences. Figures such as Blake,
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Keats, Mary Shelley,
Percy Shelley, Friedrich, Schlegel, and Hoffman are
brought alongside the music and visual aesthetics of the
Rolling Stones, the New Romantics, the Pretenders, Joy
Division, Nick Cave, Tom Verlaine, emo, Eminem, My
Dying Bride, and Norwegian black metal to explore the
ways that Romanticism continues into the present in all
of its varying forms and expressions.
Keith Negus addresses both the novice Dylan fan and
the longtime listener in his new book, Bob Dylan. Negus
first approaches the man as a mythical cultural figure
before situating the music within the larger folk and blues
tradition. He then examines the beginning of Dylan's
career as a protest singer, his role as a performer, and
his impact on popular music, concluding with an overall
assessment of Dylan as an artist. Chapters titled
"Surroundings," "Chronologies," "Traditions," "Lyrics,"
and "Music" take up the various aspects of Dylan's
career, making for a smooth exploration of its overall yet
unfinished trajectory. Negus also includes a complete
discography as of 2007.
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For the first time in 15 years, a comprehensive,
definitive collection of the lyrics of music legend and
poet, Bob Dylan. From his early days of protest
songs, like Blowing in the Wind, The Times They Are
A Changing, to his revolutionary Subterranean
Homesick Blues, and Like a Rolling Stone, Lay Lady
Lay, his songs have spoken to generations, had a
huge influence on such artists as John Lennon, Lou
Reed and Mark Knopfler. This book also contains all
of his most recent writing in addition to the beloved
songs of the early Dylan canon.
An illustrated version of the Bob Dylan song that
asks the question "If dogs run free, why not we?"
The Washington Post hails Greil Marcus as our
greatest cultural critic. Writing in the London Review
of Books, D. D. Guttenplan calls him probably the
most astute critic of American popular culture since
Edmund Wilson. For nearly thirty years, he has
written a remarkable column that has migrated from
the Village Voice to Artforum, Salon, City Pages,
Interview, and The Believer and currently appears in
the Barnes & Noble Review. It has been a laboratory
where Marcus has fearlessly explored and wittily
dissected an enormous variety of cultural artifacts,
from songs to books to movies to advertisements,
teasing out from the welter of everyday objects what
amounts to a de facto theory of cultural transmission.
Published to complement the paperback edition of
The History of Rock & Roll in Ten Songs, Real Life
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Rock reveals the critic in full: direct, erudite, funny,
fierce, vivid, astute, uninhibited, and possessing an
unerring instinct for art and fraud. The result is an
indispensable volume packed with startling
arguments and casual brilliance.
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE
A beautiful, comprehensive volume of Dylan’s lyrics,
from the beginning of his career through the present
day—with the songwriter’s edits to dozens of songs,
appearing here for the first time. Bob Dylan is one of
the most important songwriters of our time,
responsible for modern classics such as “Like a
Rolling Stone,” “Mr. Tambourine Man,” and “The
Times They Are a-Changin’.” The Lyrics is a
comprehensive and definitive collection of Dylan’s
most recent writing as well as the early works that
are such an essential part of the canon. Well known
for changing the lyrics to even his best-loved songs,
Dylan has edited dozens of songs for this volume,
making The Lyrics a must-read for everyone from
fanatics to casual fans.
A re-release of an unauthorized 1986 classic is
based on the author's access to the iconic musical
artist's family, friends and classmates, in a 70th
birthday tribute that restores significant parts of the
author's original manuscript, updates a selective
discography and incorporates new photographs.
**NOTE: EBOOK DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY
IMAGES** Every album and every song ever
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released by the Beatles?from "Please Please Me"
(U.S. 1963) to "The Long and Winding Road" (U.S.
1970)?is dissected, discussed, and analyzed by two
music historians in this lively and fully illustrated
work. All the Songs delves deep into the history and
origins of the Beatles and their music. This first-of-itskind book draws upon decades of research, as
music historians Margotin and Guesdon recount the
circumstances that led to the composition of every
song, the recording process, and the instruments
used. Here, we learn that one of John Lennon's
favorite guitars was a 1958 Rickenbacker 325 Capri,
which he bought for £100 in 1960 in Hamburg,
Germany. We also learn that "Love Me Do,"
recorded in Abbey Road Studios in September 1962,
took 18 takes to get right, even though it was one of
the first songs John and Paul ever wrote together.
And the authors reveal that when the Beatles
performed "I Want to Hold Your Hand" on The Ed
Sullivan Show in 1964, John's microphone wasn't
turned on, so viewers heard only Paul singing. All
the Songs is the must-have Beatles book for the any
true Beatles fan.
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE
Music legend Bob Dylan's only work of fiction—a
combination of stream of consciousness prose,
lyrics, and poetry that gives fans insight into one of
the most influential singer-songwriters of our time.
Written in 1966, Tarantula is a collection of poems
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and prose that evokes the turbulence of the times in
which it was written, and offers unique insight into
Dylan's creative evolution, capturing the stream-ofconsciousness preoccupations of the legendary folk
poet and his eclectic, erudite cool at a crucial
juncture in his artistic development. It has since been
welcomed into the Dylan canon, as Dylan himself
has cemented his place in the cultural imagination,
inspiring Todd Haynes’s acclaimed 2007 musical
drama I’m Not There, selling more than 100 million
records, and winning numerous prizes, including the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 2017. In his acceptance
speech for the Nobel, Dylan acknowledged the early
influence on his work of Buddy Holly and Lead Belly
as well as of wide-ranging classics like Don Quixote,
All Quiet on the Western Front, and Moby Dick.
Tarantula is a rare chance to see Dylan at a moment
in which he was still deeply connected to his country
roots and a folk vernacular while opening himself up
to the influence of French 19th-century Surrealist
writers like Arthur Rimbaud and the Comte de
Lautreamont. A decade before the confessional
singer-songwriter who would create the 1975 epic,
Blood on the Tracks—which was just optioned by
filmmaker Luca Guadagnino—here is Dylan at his
most verbally playful and radically inventive. Angry,
funny, and strange, the poems and prose in this
collection reflect the concerns found in Dylan's most
seminal music—a spirit of protest, a poetic
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spontaneity, and a chronicling of the eccentric and
the everyday—which continue to make him a beloved
artist and cultural icon.
(Guitar Chord Songbook). Singer, songwriter,
performer, author, poet, visual artist, and now the
first American songwriter to win a Nobel Prize in
literature, Bob Dylan is one of the most widelyinfluential figures in popular culture. In this folio,
enjoy every song written and recorded by Bob Dylan
in chord songbook format. Includes chord symbols,
guitar chord shapes and full lyrics, featuring a
specially-written foreword by Jimmy Webb.
A comprehensive analysis of Dylan's songs, based
on unique access to Dylan's archives, including his
hand-written notebook for Blood on the tracks.
Revealed is a dramatically new perspective on on
the lyrics of the legendary poet-singer.
The visual arts have always played a significant role
in Bob Dylan's worldview, and drawing and painting
served as an outlet for his huge creative energy.
Exquisitely reproduced, these intensely colored
works are variations of sketches Bob Dylan
completed while touring America, Europe and Asia,
revealing a new facet of the artist. Bob Dylan's
watercolors and gouachse recreate scenes of
everyday life in riotous color: hotel room and
apartment interiors; land- and cityscapes; views of
sidewalk cafes, train tracks and wandering rivers.
this beautiful collection, which reveals yet another
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dimension of Bob Dylan's poetic vision, will be
treasured by all who respond to his extraordinary
talent.
An updated new edition of Ted Gioia's acclaimed
compendium of jazz standards, featuring 15
additional selections, hundreds of additional
recommended tracks, and enhancements and
additions on almost every page. Since the first
edition of The Jazz Standards was published in
2012, author Ted Gioia has received almost nonstop feedback and suggestions from the passionate
global community of jazz enthusiasts and performers
requesting crucial additions and corrections to the
book. In this second edition, Gioia expands the
scope of the book to include more songs, and
features new recordings by rising contemporary
artists. The Jazz Standards is an essential
comprehensive guide to some of the most important
jazz compositions, telling the story of more than 250
key jazz songs and providing a listening guide to
more than 2,000 recordings. The fan who wants to
know more about a tune heard at the club or on the
radio will find this book indispensable. Musicians
who play these songs night after night will find it to
be a handy guide, as it outlines the standards'
history and significance and tells how they have
been performed by different generations of jazz
artists. Students learning about jazz standards will
find it to be a go-to reference work for these
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cornerstones of the repertoire. This book is a unique
resource, a browser's companion, and an invaluable
introduction to the art form.
An analysis of Bob Dylan fandom shares insights
into the music artist's influential role in American
culture, contrasting the activities of particularly
devout fans against Dylan's intensely private nature.
By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Big One.
A noted historian presents an assessment of Bob
Dylan and his music that draws on unprecedented
access to rare materials and illuminates key cultural
influences.
The LyricsSince 1962Simon and Schuster
See:
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE
The classic anthem to youth from Bob Dylan, one of
our best-loved songwriters, reimagined as a picture
book by award-winning illustrator Paul Rogers. Since
it first appeared on the 1974 album Planet Waves,
"Forever Young" has been one of Bob Dylan's most
beloved songs. Now award-winning artist Paul
Rogers gives us a new interpretation of the lyrics.
With images inspired by classic Dylan songs and
pieces of his life, this is a bold and touching tribute to
an anthem whose message will always stay forever
young.
Brings together two works of art--James Ensor's "Christ's
Entry into Brussels in 1889" and Bob Dylan's "Desolation
Row"
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Offers insight into one of the musician's most eventful
and formative periods, tracing his arrival in New York
and providing on the accompanying CD excerpts from
early interviews and his 1965 performance at the
Newport Folk Festival.
A career-spanning account of the artistry and politics of
Bob Dylan’s songwriting Bob Dylan’s reception of the
2016 Nobel Prize for Literature has elevated him beyond
the world of popular music, establishing him as a major
modern artist. However, until now, no study of his career
has focused on the details and nuances of the songs,
showing how they work as artistic statements designed
to create meaning and elicit emotion. Bob Dylan’s
Poetics: How the Songs Work is the first comprehensive
book on both the poetics and politics of Dylan’s
compositions. It studies Dylan, not as a pop hero, but as
an artist, as a maker of songs. Focusing on the interplay
of music and lyric, it traces Dylan’s innovative use of
musical form, his complex manipulation of poetic diction,
and his dialogues with other artists, from Woody Guthrie
to Arthur Rimbaud. Moving from Dylan’s earliest
experiments with the blues, through his mastery of rock
and country, up to his densely allusive recent recordings,
Timothy Hampton offers a detailed account of Dylan’s
achievement. Locating Dylan in the long history of artistic
modernism, the book studies the relationship between
form, genre, and the political and social themes that
crisscross Dylan’s work. Bob Dylan’s Poetics: How the
Songs Work offers both a nuanced engagement with the
work of a major artist and a meditation on the
contribution of song at times of political and social
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change.
Marty Newman's stories about his experiences with Bob
Dylan in the 1970s in Malibu, Los Angeles, California,
and beyond. These remembrances are rounded out with
some additional background and historical information to
add clarity and perspective. Stories of working together
and of friendship, offering insights into the man that so
many endeavor to understand more fully.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Debbie Macomber
has written an emotionally stirring novel that shows how
sometimes a choice can seem wrong even though it’s
absolutely right. If not for her loving but controlling
parents, Beth Prudhomme might never have taken
charge of her life and moved from her native Chicago to
Portland, Oregon, where she’s reconnected with her
spirited Aunt Sunshine and found a job as a high school
music teacher. If not for her friend Nichole, Beth would
never have met Sam Carney, although first impressions
have left Beth with serious doubts. Sam is everything
Beth is not—and her parents’ worst nightmare: a tattooed
auto mechanic who’s rough around the edges.
Reserved and smart as a whip, Beth isn’t exactly Sam’s
usual beer-drinking, pool-playing type of woman, either.
But if not for an awkward setup one evening, Beth might
never have left early and been involved in a car crash.
And if not for Sam—who witnessed the terrifying ordeal,
rushed to her aid, and stayed with her until help
arrived—Beth might have been all alone, or worse. Yet as
events play out, Sam feels compelled to check on Beth
almost daily at the hospital—even bringing his guitar to
play songs to lift her spirits. Soon their unlikely friendship
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evolves into an intense attraction that surprises them
both. Before long, Beth’s strong-willed mother, Ellie,
blows into town spouting harsh opinions, especially
about Sam, and reopening old wounds with Sunshine.
When shocking secrets from Sam’s past are revealed,
Beth struggles to reconcile her feelings. But when Beth
goes a step too far, she risks losing the man and the life
she’s come to love. Praise for If Not for You “[An]
uplifting and deliciously romantic tale with vibrant
characters and a wide range of emotions.”—RT Book
Reviews “A heartwarming story of forgiveness and
unexpected love.”—Harlequin Junkie “A fun, sweet
read.”—Publishers Weekly
This comprehensive collection from the legendary folk
icon features lyrics from each of Simon's 10 original
studio albums, as well as lyrics from the renowned
Simon & Garfunkel records. 50 b&w photographs
throughout.
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE
Iconic singer-songwriter Bob Dylan and illustrator David
Walker team up to present this charming, cozy, and
touching interpretation of “If Not for You.” If not for you…
I’d be sad and blue. If not for you… I just wouldn’t have a
clue. If not for you… What would I do? In this inventive
interpretation of Bob Dylan’s 1970 song “If Not for You,”
illustrator David Walker beautifully imagines Dylan’s
lyrics as portraying the bottomless love between a parent
and a child—and the magical experiences they might
share together.
For the first time, all of the lyrics to the songs which
spoke for a generation, plus all of Dylan's most recent
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writing. Edited by the musical genius himself, this is an
essential volume for Dylan's many dedicated fans.
An updated edition of the most comprehensive account
of Bob Dylan's Nobel Prize-winning work yet published,
with the full story of every recording session, every
album, and every single released during his nearly
60-year career. Bob Dylan: All the Songs focuses on
Dylan's creative process and his organic, unencumbered
style of recording. It is the only book to tell the stories,
many unfamiliar even to his most fervent fans, behind
the more than 500 songs he has released over the span
of his career. Organized chronologically by album,
Margotin and Guesdon detail the origins of his melodies
and lyrics, his process in the recording studio, the
instruments he used, and the contribution of a myriad of
musicians and producers to his canon.
L'intégrale des chansons de Bob Dylan, prix Nobel de
littérature 2016, en édition bilingue, de Bob Dylan, son
premier album enregistré en 1961, à Tempest (2012).
On October 13, 2016, Bob Dylan was awarded the Nobel
Prize in Literature, recognizing his countless
contributions to music and letters over the last fifty years.
Some months later, he delivered an acceptance lecture
that is now memorialized in book form. In 'The Nobel
Lecture', Dylan reflects on his life and experience with
literature, providing both a rare artistic statement and an
intimate look at a uniquely American icon. From finding
inspiration in the music of Buddy Holly and Leadbelly to
the works of literature that helped shape his own
approach to writing - 'The Odyssey', 'Moby-Dick', and 'All
Quiet on the Western Front' - this is Dylan like you've
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never seen him before.
THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION OF GIG POSTERS
FROM TODAY’S TOP ROCK AND INDIE BANDS
Launched in 2007, OMGPosters.com has become one of
the world’s favorite art blogs, showcasing thousands of
handmade prints by independent artists and printmakers.
OMG Posters: A Decade of Rock Art features works by
forty different artists who have sparked the explosive
growth of the gig poster scene—creating stunning works
of art to commemorate local appearances by touring
bands. As you look through these pages, you’ll get to
know each artist, learn about their creative processes,
and see some of their greatest masterpieces—along with
other works from their celebrated portfolios. Mitch
Putnam showcases more than three hundred examples
of artwork from the most beautiful concert posters and
limited edition prints of the last ten years in a
meticulously curated collection that covers the entire
scope of today’s gig poster scene. Most of these pieces
have only ever been available in extremely limited
editions, making OMG Posters an indispensable
document of a remarkable period in art history.
Bob Dylan is the prince of self-reinvention and deflection.
Whether it's the folkies of Greenwich Village, the student
movement of the 1960s and 1970s, Born Again
Christians, the Chabad Lubavitch community, or English
Department postmodernists, specific intellectual and
sociopolitical groups have repeatedly claimed Bob Dylan
as their spokesperson. But in the words of filmmaker
Todd Haynes, who cast six actors to depict different
facets of Dylan's life and artistic personae in his 2009
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film I'm Not There, "The minute you try to grab hold of
Dylan, he's no longer where he was." In Light Come
Shining, writer Andrew McCarron uses psychological
tools to examine three major turning points - or
transformations - in Bob Dylan's life: the aftermath of his
1966 motorcycle "accident," his Born Again conversion in
1978, and his recommitment to songwriting and
performing in 1987. With fascinating insight, McCarron
reveals how a common script undergirds Dylan's selfexplanations of these changes; and, at the heart of this
script, illuminates a fascinating story of spiritual death
and rebirth that has captivated us all for generations.
A major publishing event—a beautiful, comprehensive
collection of the lyrics of Bob Dylan with artwork from
thirty-three albums, edited and with an introduction by
Christopher Ricks. As it was well put by Al Kooper (the
man behind the organ on “Like a Rolling Stone”), “Bob
is the equivalent of William Shakespeare. What
Shakespeare did in his time, Bob does in his time.”
Christopher Ricks, editor of T. S. Eliot, Samuel Beckett,
Tennyson, and The Oxford Book of English Verse, has
no argument with Mr. Kooper's assessment, and Dylan is
attended to accordingly in this authoritative edition of his
lyrics. In the words of Ricks: “For fifty years, all the world
has delighted in Bob Dylan's books of words and more
than words: provocative, mysterious, touching, baffling,
not-to-be-pinned-down, intriguing, and a reminder that
genius is free to do as it chooses. And, again and again,
these are not the words that he sings on the initially
released albums.” This edition changes things, giving us
the words from officially released studio and live
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recordings, as well as selected variant lyrics and
revisions to these, recent revisions and retrospective
ones; and, from the archives, words that, till now, have
not been published. The Lyrics, edited with diligence by
Christopher Ricks, Lisa Nemrow, and Julie Nemrow. As
set down, as sung, and as sung again.
Comprehensive visual history of the "World's Greatest
Rock & Roll Band" as told through the recording of their
monumental catalog, including 29 studio and 24
compilation albums, and more than a hundred singles.
Since 1963, The Rolling Stones have been recording
and touring, selling more than 200 million records
worldwide. While much is known about this iconic group,
few books provide a comprehensive history of their time
in the studio. In The Rolling Stones All the Songs,
authors Margotin and Guesdon describe the origin of
their 340 released songs, details from the recording
studio, what instruments were used, and behind-thescenes stories of the great artists who contributed to
their tracks. Organized chronologically by album, this
massive, 704-page hardcover begins with their 1963
eponymous debut album recorded over five days at the
Regent Studio in London; through their collaboration with
legendary producer Jimmy Miller in the ground-breaking
albums from 1968 to 1973; to their later work with Don
Was, who has produced every album since Voodoo
Lounge. Packed with more than 500 photos, All the
Songs is also filled with stories fans treasure, such as
how the mobile studio they pioneered was featured in
Deep Purple's classic song "Smoke on the Water" or
how Keith Richards used a cassette recording of an
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acoustic guitar to get the unique riff on "Street Fighting
Man." Please note that the ebook does not contain
images.
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